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Abstract
This article highlights the potential for increased and more standardised monitoring of a range of aspects of the safety of
journalists. This is in the light of a specific indicator that has been agreed by the UN as part of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). The indicator concerned treats the safety of journalists as a benchmark for tracking progress on SDG tar-
get 16.10, which specifies “public access to information and fundamental freedoms” (UN Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, n.d.), as a development aspiration. Inclusion of this indicator in the SDGs provides a universally legitimated
framework with strong catalytic potential. All this holds a promise of improved, more comparative, and increased research
output, as compared to the previous situation. The results of new research stimulated by this development, particularly
at country level, could have real impact on the safety of journalists.
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1. Introduction
To move beyond fragmentary understandings of safety
of journalists, we need comprehensive information that
covers the breadth of the issue, and which also allows
for the in-depth analysis of causes, consequences, and
correctives over time. Such information is indispensable
for awareness-raising and capacity-building, as well as
for devising and operating mechanisms to ensure the
effective protection of journalists and prosecution of
their attackers (Berger, 2017). However, what informa-
tion is relevant to the ‘safety of journalists’? The 2012
UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the
Issue of Impunity (UNESCO, 2012a) treats ‘safety’ as
a wide-ranging concept, covering both offline and on-
line dimensions (UNESCO, 2019a). The implementation
strategy of the UN Plan elaborates safety as “a broad
category that extends from preventive, protective and
pre-emptive measures, through to combating impunity
and promoting a social culture which cherishes freedom
of expression and press freedom” (UNESCO, 2012b). In
both documents, a gender-sensitive orientation is taken,
in response to distinctive issues concerning the safety of
women journalistswho are subjected to double attacks—
not just as journalists, but as women doing journalism.
If ‘safety’ covers a range of issues, then this raises
the question of how these may be assessed at a more
granular level, perhaps in the form of a generic typol-
ogy. Relevant to this endeavour is how the advent of
theUN Sustainable DevelopmentGoals (SDGs) opens the
way to new opportunities for defining and researching
the safety of journalists in current times. The SDGs re-
flect change to a certain concept of ‘development’ which
had long been critiqued for having a blinkered focus
on technology, infrastructure, and economics. As a re-
sult of extensive advocacy, including by UNESCO and
the Global Forum for Media Development, the 193 UN
Member States that agreed to the SDGs accepted amore
holistic approach. Thus, as an integral part of ‘develop-
ment,’ they included Goal 16 which is summarised as
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“peace, justice and strong institutions” (UN Department
of Economic and Social Affairs [UNDESA], n.d.). The un-
derlying assumption is that for development processes
to be sustainable, relevant actors should recognise the
interdependence of goals like poverty reduction on the
one hand, and peace and justice on the other. For ex-
ample, armed conflict runs counter to ending poverty—
hence the relevance of building peace as part of inte-
grated package. Likewise, the absence of justice and ef-
fective institutions fuels tensions which in turn threaten
peace. Significantly, the inclusion of the concerns of
Goal 16 in the SDGs is not just an issue of theoretical
conceptualisation of ‘development’; it also has material
impact on national development strategies, and on inter-
national financing for related activities—including even
on the potential for funding of research into the safety
of journalists.
The SDGs are elaborated in the form of more specific
targets that underpin achievement of the goals. These in-
clude target 16.10 which envisages achieving “public ac-
cess to information and fundamental freedoms, in accor-
dance with national legislation and international agree-
ments” (UNDESA, n.d.). The particular target is not only
an end in itself—i.e., integral to what counts as mean-
ingful ‘development.’ There are also synergies between
effective public access to information and strengthened
freedoms and targets such as 16.3 (access to justice),
16.5 (anti-corruption), and 16.6 (transparent and ac-
countable institutions). Target 16.10 can further be a
means to advancing with other SDGs such as on health,
gender equality, and the environment, which depend in
large part on information access—which in turn is linked
to issues such as freedom of expression, press freedom,
and safety of journalists.
Going further, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) has
agreed a package of indicators for measuring progress
in reaching the SDGs. This includes two particular indi-
cators for 16.10. One indicator examines the changing
state of legal guarantees for access to information and
their implementation (see UNESCO, 2019a). The other
indicator, numbered as indicator 16.10.1, includes the
safety of journalists. It reads: “Number of verified cases
of killing, kidnapping, enforced disappearance, arbitrary
detention and torture of journalists, associated media
personnel, trade unionists and human rights advocates
in the previous 12 months” (UNDESA, n.d.). It is imme-
diately apparent that the extent of all these cases can
tell us something significant about 16.10 on access to in-
formation and fundamental freedoms (and indeed also
about the wider state of justice and strong institutions as
conditions for sustainable development). Especially rele-
vant to this article is the specification of journalists and
media personnel in the agreed wording.
Indicator 16.10.1 is important because the putting
into place of research into, and reporting on, the jour-
nalistic component of this benchmark can help to enrich
the ecosystem for investigating issues around the safety
of journalists. This research can make a practical differ-
ence to journalists and society by strengthening norms
about safety, and by enabling evidence-led and effective
measures to prevent attacks and to punish perpetrators.
Expressed colloquially, it is a ‘big deal’ to have the safety
of journalists, and the monitoring thereof, recognised
within the UN’s current development agenda which will
run until 2030. This gives journalists’ safety a particular
framing that is both significant conceptually and politi-
cally, thereby enabling new opportunities to cast light
on its relevance as an issue to society, both by advocates
and by newsmedia (see Pukallus &Harrison, 2015). It fur-
ther offers newprospects tomobilise funding to research
the topic and to set in place, in an informed manner, the
institutional systems needed to ensure that journalists
can work without fear.
Within the UN system, global reporting in terms of
indicator 16.10.1 started in 2016, with UNESCO compil-
ing information on one of the data points (i.e., killings of
journalists and media workers). These data are sent on
to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR), which has the status of ‘cus-
todian agency’ for reporting on target 16.10.1. UNESCO
and International Labour Organization (ILO) are recog-
nised as “contributing agencies” to the indicator moni-
toring (UN Statistics Division [UNSD], 2016a).
A continuing challenge, however, is for the indica-
tor to be taken up at national level, and to serve as
a framework to strengthen local data-collection and re-
porting efforts. At the same time, the UNGA, UNESCO,
and the Human Rights Council (UNHRC) urge that, in re-
lation to the SDG Agenda, each individual government
take seriously the matter of monitoring of the range
of crimes against journalists. Thus, the UNGA (2019)
in its 2019 Resolution A/C.3/74/L.45/Rev.1 repeats its
call (first made in 2017) for “regular monitoring and re-
porting of attacks against journalists” and for “collect-
ing and analysing concrete quantitative and qualitative
data on attacks or violence against journalists, that are
disaggregated by, among other factors, sex” (see also
UNESCO, 2017a; UNHRC, 2018). Some states, ranging
from Sweden through to Colombia, have mechanisms in
place to exactly perform such monitoring and reporting
(see also InternationalMedia Support, 2017). Evidently, a
mechanism for monitoring is not the same as a method-
ology, and vice versa, but both are essential if systematic,
credible, and regular data is to be produced over time.
2. Operationalisation of the Indicator
The SDG16.10.1 indicator comprises five gross attacks on
human rights—killing, kidnapping, enforced disappear-
ance, arbitrary detention, and torture. Assessing the ex-
tent of these crimes (also with a gender-lens) as visited
upon journalists can help identify the extent to which a
society enjoys “public access to information” (UNDESA,
n.d.) and respect for human rights and freedoms. Framed
within SDG 16, this indicator further points us towards
assessment of the fulfillment of duty by the State in en-
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suring that fundamental freedoms are protected in ac-
cordance with justice, the rule of law, and strong in-
stitutions, or whether impunity prevails for those who
perpetrate the designated violations. It enables us to
engage with the argument by Harrison and Pukallus
(2018) that “the ‘Politics of Impunity’ is a policy of gov-
ernance whereby impunity is used as a political tool by
the state and state-sponsored actors to achieve journal-
istic self-censorship.’’
Operationalising indicator 16.10.1 involves defining
its terms and justifying these definitions in terms of inter-
national human rights standards. The UN Human Rights
body OHCHR operates a classification system for human
rights violations which underpins its Universal Human
Rights Index (OHCHR, n.d.). This resource has relevance
for the analytical understanding of different kinds of at-
tacks as visited on journalists, and therefore upon what
datamight be collected in researching the various dimen-
sions of the subject. There is also further elaboration
within the discourse of the SDGs, in what is termed the
“metadata” about the indicator (UNSD, 2018a). A useful
way to understand this metadata was signaled at a work-
shop on the indicator convened by UNESCO and OHCHR
in Geneva in July 2017 (UNESCO, 2017d), namely a fram-
ing in terms of ‘who did what to whom, where andwhen,
and with what effect.’
As regards the ‘who’ committed the violation, the
metadata state that this may be state actors or others
acting under government authority or with its complic-
ity, tolerance, or acquiescence (all of whom should re-
frain from all violations of rights). It may be non-state
actors (where the state retains an obligation to pro-
tect individuals against such abuses of rights by such
third parties). Therefore, the indicator can cover all vio-
lations perpetrated by an agent of the State, as well as
by those where the State fails to adequately investigate,
punish, or redress abuses committed by non-state attack-
ers. The issue of who perpetrated the attack becomes
key for understanding the threat matrix against journal-
ists (and protectionmechanisms), as well as for the issue
of ending impunity along the chain of actors engineering
such crimes.
As regards the ‘whom,’ within the elaboration of
the term ‘journalists’ in the metadata the term is taken
to cover everyone who observes, describes, documents,
and analyses events, statements, policies, and any propo-
sition that can affect society, with the purpose of system-
atizing such information and gathering of facts and anal-
yses to inform. This designates generic journalistic func-
tions and it includes community media workers and so-
called ‘citizen journalists’ when non-specialists momen-
tarily play that role.
“Associated media personnel” (UNSD, 2018a) is not
elaborated in the metadata, but the reference logically
includes others working in the value chain of journal-
ism production and dissemination, such as broadcasters,
publishers, administrative staff, fixers, translators, and
distributors. It can be noted that this broad conceptual-
isation of ‘whom’ aligns with the perspectives generally
agreed by UNESCO Member States and also features, in
varying forms, in several UN decisions. In the reminder
of this article, ‘journalists’ is used to include ‘associated
media personnel.’
In terms of ‘what’ has been done to violate safety,
the metadata include legal definitions of the aspects of
killing, kidnapping, enforced disappearance, arbitrary de-
tention, and torture. These key violations are also corre-
lated with criminal codes used under the International
Classification of Crime for Statistical Purposes (ICCS),
developed by the UN (UN Office on Drugs and Crime
[UNODC], 2015a).
It is relevant to unpack some of these definitions as
they bear on research into the safety of journalists, as the
categories are not as straightforward as might otherwise
be assumed.
One example is the term “arbitrary detention”
(UNSD, 2018a), which according to the metadata, refers
to any arrest or detention not properly based on grounds
established by law, nor conforming to legal procedures.
Complementing this definition, one can also here point
to UN definitions, where the phrase designates deten-
tion without due process and safeguards, as outlined in
Article 9(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the definition of “arbitrary
deprivation of liberty” (UNHRC, 2012) developed by the
UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. Significantly,
the UNGA (2013), in resolutions such as A/RES/68/163
and others, has condemned all attacks and violence
against journalists and media workers, mentioning inter
alia arbitrary detention. In addition, the UNHRC (2016)
in Resolution A/HRC/RES/33/2 urges all states to release
arbitrarily detained journalists. The Council of Europe
(2016) uses the formulations of “arbitrary arrest, unlaw-
ful detention.” It will be easily apparent that making the
judgement call about specific cases can vary, and that the
necessary evidencemay not be readily available. This un-
derpins UNESCO’s approach to NGO data on this matter,
and the organisation’s qualification that while consider-
ing the matter as part of safety of journalists, it is hard to
obtain sufficient data to establish which cases of incar-
ceration may be for reasons other than legitimate jour-
nalism (see UNESCO, 2014; UNESCO, 2018b).
Killing is defined in the metadata as any extrajudi-
cial execution or other unlawful killing, but again this is
not simple to operationalise. The issue of intention is
signalled by the indicator metadata which necessitates
that the envisaged and confirmed cases are those where
a killing was either motivated by the victim engaging in
activities as a journalist, or which were met by a failure
of due diligence on the part of the State similarly mo-
tivated by the victim or associate engaging in activities
as a journalist. Intentionality is also present in the ICCS
schema, where killings are disaggregated into different
categories, one of which is elaborated as “intentional
homicide related to political agendas, including killings
by terrorist groups with a political agenda, political as-
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sassination, and targeted killing of journalists for political
reasons” (UNODC, 2015b).
The complexities around establishing intention in re-
lation to the victim’s journalistic role help explain why
there are diverse data available on killings (such as shown
in a database compiled by Sarikakis, 2017, and likewise
by Torsner, 2017). Such diversity in verified cases can
relate in part to official statistics, including ICCS rele-
vant data. Additionally, while police data count charges,
suspects, victims, and incidents, court data may com-
prise cases, convictions, and sentences. Some NGOs
limit cases to those where there is a link to journal-
ism, as is the methodology of the Committee to Protect
Journalists (CPJ) and ReportersWithout Borders (RSF), al-
though they differ in some cases. CPJ (n.d.) considers a
case “confirmed” as work-related only when reasonably
certain that a journalist was murdered in direct reprisal
for his or her work; in combat or crossfire; or while car-
rying out a dangerous assignment. Cases involving un-
clear motives, but with a potential link to journalism, are
classified as “unconfirmed” and CPJ continues to inves-
tigate. They do not include journalists who are killed in
accidents such as car or plane crashes. RSF (2018) states:
We gather detailed information that allows us to af-
firm with certainty or a great deal of confidence that
the death, detention, abduction, or disappearance of
each journalist was a direct result of their journal-
istic work. In regard to the number of deaths, we
distinguish as much as possible between journalists
who were deliberately targeted and those who were
killed while reporting in the field. We do not include a
journalist in the round-up if we are still investigating
their death, detention, abduction, or disappearance
because we are not yet confident that it was linked to
their work.
The tally of the International Federation of Journalists
(2019) is based on aggregating “targeted, bomb attacks
and cross fire killings” and it also notes “accidental
deaths.” As noted by Elliott, Elbahtimy, and Srinivasan
(2012) and (Mosdell, 2016), the International News
Safety Institute concern has included media ancillary
staff (drivers, translators, and security personnel) and
this group’s report for 2019 includes ‘citizen journalists’
(International News Safety Institute, 2019). In contrast,
CPJ has a much tighter focus, thereby producing lower
totals than does the Institute.
It is evidently difficult in many cases to establish—
especially in a short space of time—whether a given jour-
nalist’s death for apparently unrelated reasons (e.g., ap-
parent traffic accident, robbery, suicide) was actuallymo-
tivated by the victim’s journalistic activities. This is partly
why UNESCO monitoring does not prejudge the issue.
This position is on the basis that the organisation’s man-
date for monitoring is to ensure that journalists are not
killed with impunity, and that the rule of law is upheld
in regard to all cases. This means that UNESCO operates
from a standpoint that all unnatural deaths of journal-
ists should be the subject of an official probe in which
there is the investigative and legal competence to at-
tribute the cause of death. The figures of killed journal-
ists as recorded each year by UNESCO can be comple-
mented, where requested by a state, with official infor-
mation based upon judicial process about whether a par-
ticular fatality is demonstrated to be without link to jour-
nalistic activity.
Recognising that there is thus a diversity of ap-
proaches to safety of journalists by different actors, tri-
angulation across the different data sources requires at-
tention towhat criteria are used to identify diverse cases.
Equally, where there are shared points between systems,
it is possible for researchers to develop a composite pic-
ture drawing from the range of available information.
At the same time, the SDG metadata, informed by the
Universal Human Rights Index and ICCS frameworks, of-
fers a typology of more standardized and generic cate-
gories, and it enjoys UN endorsement. This makes it an
authoritative and central point that researchers can con-
sider. It also has unique potential impact, and not only
on killings of journalists but also on the raft of other kinds
of attacks.
3. Status of the Indicator and Scope for Elaboration
The UN Statistical Commission has workedwith UN agen-
cies to develop a tier system for the global indicators. As
part of this process, indicator 16.10.1was initially catego-
rized as a Tier III indicator (UNSD, 2016a), meaning that
it was originally viewed as either having no established
methodology and standards, or, that its methodology
and standards were still being developed and/or tested
(UNSD, 2016b). OHCHR initiated efforts to upgrade the
tier rating for this indicator, working with UNESCO and
ILO (UNSD, 2016c), and this partnership succeeded to se-
cure reclassification as a Tier II indicator in November
2017 (UNSD, 2018b). Accordingly, 16.10.1 is now classi-
fied at the level of indicators which have conceptually
clear, established methodology and standards available
but data are not regularly produced by countries. This re-
vised status could enhance prospects for national level
uptake of this indicator as part of country-level monitor-
ing and reporting on SDG 16.10, which would then be-
gin to elevate the indicator for Tier I. The status of top
tier (Tier I) of SDG indicators requires that data are reg-
ularly produced for at least 50 percent of countries and
of the population in every region where the indicator is
relevant. This might be possible in at least a number of
interested countries.
Within this focus of securing data at country-level,
there are also a number of areas where research in re-
lation to 16.10.1 can be further elaborated, and even
in places where the five most gross attacks on the hu-
man rights of journalists are not experienced, but where
other kinds of crimes against them are committed and
go unpunished.
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Impunity for attacks on journalists is not explicitly
listed in indicator 16.10.1. But it is logically linked, for
example, in the dramatically high number of fatal at-
tacks that go unpunished (nine out of ten; see UNESCO,
2019b) which is widely regarded as a factor in feeding
further killings. Hence, mapping trends in reductions or
increases in attacks also needs to take account of the sit-
uation concerning trends in impunity for these attacks.
This provides a more comprehensive and medium-term
perspective for making progress on safety of journalists,
and it highlights linkages between “public access to in-
formation and fundamental freedoms” (SDG 16.10) and
other parts of Goal 16 such as target 16.3 which specif-
ically seeks to “promote the rule of law at the national
and international levels and ensure equal access to jus-
tice for all” (UNDESA, n.d.). For these reasons, UNESCO’s
contribution of data for global monitoring of 16.10.1 for
the UN includes impunity figures.
There are also several types of attacks not explic-
itly referred to in the terms of indicator 16.10.1’s list of
five gross violations and abuses of human rights (killing,
torture, etc.). Attacks such as harassment, intimidation,
assault, and cyber-attacks are evidently very serious in
terms of journalists exercising their freedom of expres-
sion and facilitating public access to information. These
kinds of attacks can therefore certainly be considered to
be relevant to monitoring 16.10 and how the indicator
is interpreted. Indeed, UN resolutions increasingly draw
attention to the panoply of attacks and violence. For ex-
ample, in its 2019 Resolution A/C.3/74/L.45/Rev.1, the
UNGA (2019) stated it was:
Deeply concerned by all human rights violations and
abuses committed in relation to the safety of journal-
ists and media workers, including killing, torture, en-
forced disappearance, arbitrary arrest and arbitrary
detention, expulsion, intimidation, harassment, on-
line and offline threats and other forms of violence.
The resolution further:
Condemns unequivocally all attacks and violence
against journalists and media workers, such as tor-
ture, extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances,
arbitrary arrest and arbitrary detention, expulsion, in-
timidation, threats and online and offline harassment,
including through attacks on, or the forced closure of,
their offices and media outlets. (UNGA, 2019)
The resolution further expresses alarm “at instances in
which political leaders, public officials and/or authorities
denigrate, intimidate or threaten themedia, including in-
dividual journalists, which increases the risk of threats
and violence against journalists” (UNGA, 2019).
Also significant is a clause which also condemns the
specific attacks onwomen journalists andmedia workers
in relation to their work, such as gender-based discrim-
ination and violence, including online and offline sex-
ual harassment, intimidation and incitement to hatred
against women journalists (UNGA, 2019).
It may be further noted that a spectrum of types
of attacks has been recognised in other UN positions
which also go beyond the five explicitly listed in the
wording of the indicator. For example, the Human
Rights Committee General Comment 34 on Article 19
of the ICCPR states that “the harassment, intimidation
or stigmatization of a person, including arrest, deten-
tion, trial or imprisonment for reasons of the opinions
they may hold, constitutes a violation of article 19,
paragraph 1” (UNHRC, 2011). As regards the ICCPR
Article 19.3, General Comment 34 affirms that under no
circumstances “can an attack on a person, because of the
exercise of his or her freedom of opinion or expression,
including such forms of attack as arbitrary arrest, torture,
threats to life and killing, be compatible with article 19”
(UNHRC, 2011).
A case can be made that all these issues could be ad-
dressed through the phrase “other harmful acts” (UNSD,
2018a), which although not among the five categories
cited explicitly in the indicator, is elaborated in the meta-
data. There, the phrase is explained as referring to acts
by direct or indirect agents of the State which cause
harm or intend to cause harm, and which are motivated
by the victim engaging in activities as a journalist (or
trade unionist or human rights defender). Harm covers,
according to the metadata, acts correlating to various
ICCS codes such as sexual violence, threat, coercion, and
acts intended to induce fear or emotional distress, in-
cluding harassment. It further adds acts that trespass
against the person, including invasion of privacy (UNSD,
2018a). Relevant here is that recent UN resolutions, in-
cluding that in 2019 A/C.3/74/L.45/Rev.1, identify unlaw-
ful or arbitrary surveillance or interception of communi-
cations as a risk to their safety (UNGA, 2019). In other
resolutions, the UN has regularly condemned surveil-
lance as having a chilling effect on freedom of expres-
sion, and UNESCO and UNHRC have noted the adverse
impact on confidentiality of journalistic sources in partic-
ular. Surveillance as part of “other harmful acts” (UNSD,
2018a) could intersect with ICCS Code 0211 (referring, in-
ter alia, to the invasion of privacy).
Not explicitly referred to in the metadata document,
but potentially also relevant to “other harmful acts”
(UNSD, 2016b) are ICCS codes for cases of bullying
in the workplace (020811), bullying outside the work-
place (020819), cyber-bullying (0208), and cyber-stalking
(02082).
Attacks such as forcing a journalist into exile (tracked
to an extent by CPJ), and seizure/confiscation of kit, are
not as easily correlated with the ICCS framework, but
connections could be possibly drawn so that actors—
especially at national level—might decide to optionally
include such additions (where relevant) to the interpre-
tation of “other harmful acts” (UNSD, 2016b).
Amongst the ICCS codes, the issue of ‘threats,’ which
could be interpreted as expressions of intent to cause
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harm (as per the metadata) would appear to call out
for particular attention. Tracking the issue could help es-
tablish, for instance, the extent of correlations between
death threats and actual journalists killed. The experi-
ence of Italian NGOOssigeno (n.d.) has shown someway
forward in collecting and verifying data on threats. The
results can give more impetus at country level to pro-
tection mechanisms, as well as help to strengthen advo-
cacy to end impunity for threats that serve to intimidate
and obstruct journalists in their work to make informa-
tion public.
In overview, the metadata for 16.10.1 affords within
the SDG monitoring framework, attention to a range of
attacks in addition to the five categories cited in the
wording of the indicator. This is recognized in a resolu-
tion at the UNHRC in 2018 (Resolution A/HRC/39/L.7)
that calls upon:
States to strengthen national data collection, analy-
sis and reporting on the number of verified cases of
killing, kidnapping, enforced disappearance, arbitrary
detention, torture and other harmful acts against
journalists and associated media personnel, in accor-
dance with Sustainable Development Goal indicator
16.10.1. (UNHRC, 2018)
In its 2019 Resolution on safety of journalists
A/C.3/74/L.45/Rev.1, the UNGA (2019) has echoed this
wording. It is in this light that one can take note of a 2019
study by civil society groups that serves as a ‘shadow
report’ to official SDG monitoring processes, in regard
to eight Latin American countries (Voces del Sur, 2019).
This work expands beyond killings and the other human
rights violations cited in the indicator, and also gives
attention to “aggression and attacks,” “stigmatizing dis-
course,” “access to information,” “judicial procedures
against media outlets and journalists,” “abuse of state
power,” “juridical framework contrary to standards,” and
“internet restrictions” (Voces del Sur, 2019); the study
further assesses gendered dimensions where relevant.
Such initiatives illustrate how the agenda of the SDGs
enables comprehensive and action-oriented research
into the safety of journalists, keeping in mind as well the
value of a gendered analysis. In countries where jour-
nalists are not subjected to the most gross violations or
abuses of human rights, the “other harmful acts” (UNSD,
2018a) still call out for monitoring. In this sense, the SDG
16.10.1 opportunity has universal utility.
It is further worth observing that there appears to be
potential for research using indicator 16.10.1 and “other
harmful acts” (UNSD, 2018a) to link up with crime statis-
tics at national levels. This would entail data arising from
institutional practice of official agencies that use the ICCS
systems and which might be persuaded—in the interests
of SDG reporting—to disaggregate when victims are jour-
nalists or associated media personnel (or trades union-
ists and human rights defenders).
4. UNESCO’S Monitoring of Safety in Relation to
Operationalising Indicator 16.10.1
UNESCO’s mandate for monitoring journalism safety, lim-
ited to the data points of killings and impunity, predates
SDG indicator 16.10.1. However, it provides a basis that
in terms of which the organisation now also feeds infor-
mation into SDG monitoring at global level. The track-
ing by UNESCO also contributes to the Universal Periodic
Review process at the UNHRC as well to the governing
bodies at UNESCO itself.
The mandate stems originally from Resolution 29
‘Condemnation of violence against journalists,’ adopted
at the 29th General Conference in 1997, which invited
the Director-General to “condemn assassination and any
physical violence against journalists as a crime against
society” (UNESCO, 1997). This finds continuing partial
expression in regular media statements by the Director-
General about killings as they happen, and it enables
UNESCO to produce annual comparative totals. These
are accompanied by ongoing mandates from the inter-
governmental council of the organisation’s International
Programme for the Development of Communication
(IPDC), to include information on judicial follow-up to the
killings of journalists (see UNESCO, 2018a).
Torsner (2017, p. 133) observes that UNESCO’s mon-
itoring of killing and impunity “is useful for advocacy
about the need for the state to fulfil its duty in providing
protection and prosecuting the perpetrators of fatal at-
tacks on journalists,” but signals further that “this alone
has its limitations if the goal is to try to understand the
nature, dynamics and consequences of threats (some
of which culminate in killings) and to describe shifting
trends in journalism safety.”
The constraint in UNESCO’s role appears to be less
of a political issue than a practical one. As regards the
1997 mandate, to date the issue of “any physical vio-
lence” (UNESCO, 1997) has not been systematically mon-
itored at global level, nor uniformly condemned or oth-
erwise reported upon. It would appear in principle, that
this wording in the organisation’s mandate could at least
include “torture” as well as “kidnapping” and “enforced
disappearance” (UNSD, 2018a). It could also include “as-
sault” or “attempted murder” (UNSD, 2018a) which are
variables that can be correlated with ICCS codes men-
tioned in the SDG metadata.
What “any physical violence” (UNESCO, 1997) does
not cover is the category of non-physical attacks on
journalists—such as through intimidation (online or of-
fline) or digital disruptions and intrusions (such as DDOS
attacks or unwarranted surveillance, content interfer-
ence, or disproportionate blocks/filters). However, also
significant is Resolution 53 of UNESCO’s 36th General
Conference in 2011 which provides for the Secretariat to:
Monitor, in close cooperation with other United
Nations bodies and other relevant organizations ac-
tive in this field, the status of press freedomand safety
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of journalists, with emphasis on cases of impunity
for violence against journalists including monitoring
the judicial follow-up through the Intergovernmental
Council of the IPDC and to report on the devel-
opments in these fields to the biannual General
Conference. (UNESCO, 2011)
The wording of this 2011 mandate includes “the state
of press freedom” (UNESCO, 2011), which increasingly
is affected by issues such as digital attacks, harassment
and intimidation, and arbitrary detention, which are
not directly covered by the two earlier mandates men-
tioned above.
At the same time, the immensity of monitoring all
these issues at global level, while both possible in terms
of the UNESCO Member States’ mandates to the secre-
tariat, as well as the SDG metadata, is beyond the prac-
tical capacity of the organisation. Relevant to mention,
however, are country-level research instruments. One of
these is comprised by UNESCO’s country-based Media
Development Indicators (MDIs) assessments which have
been done in more than 20 countries in the past ten
years (UNESCO, n.d.). These studies use a research stan-
dard endorsed by UNESCO’s IPDC. The relevant section
here is mainly under key indicator 3.13 ”journalists, as-
sociated media personnel and media organisations can
practice their profession in safety,” covering “threats,
harassment, surveillance, physical attacks, unlawful de-
tentions” (UNESCO, n.d.). The “threats, harassment and
surveillance” (UNESCO, n.d.) categories do lend them-
selves to particular national level assessments, although
methodologies for assessing these raise questions. It
may be noted, however, that the Council of Europe’s
platform for accredited NGOs to report problems like
“threats” (Council of Europe, 2020), etc., does give a self-
reported measure. By its nature, however, covert surveil-
lance of journalists in particular is hard to monitor.
In selected countries, national monitoring of the
safety of journalists can also be synergized with the
specialized UNESCO/IPDC Journalists’ Safety Indicators
(UNESCO, 2015b). The Journalists’ Safety Indicators stud-
ies assess the state of journalists’ safety and the issue
of impunity by discussing safety across many axes. These
include surveillance or trailing, harassing phone calls, ar-
bitrary judicial or administrative harassment, aggressive
declarations by public officials, or other forms of pres-
sure that can jeopardise the safety of journalists in pur-
suing their work. In addition, these indicators assess the
actions of various stakeholders in promoting a safer en-
vironment for media workers.
Thus, both the MDIs and the Journalists’ Safety
Indicators offer opportunities at national level to feed
into country-based monitoring and reporting systems on
SDG 16.10.1. This mitigates that UNESCO does not sys-
tematically have a granular monitoring at global scale of
the other forms of attack beyond killings as listed in in-
dicator 16.10.1 and “other harmful acts” (UNSD, 2018a).
These existing approved research instruments, and the
wider mandates, can be useful for actors in individual
countries linking up to the SDGs opportunity.
5. Putting Focus on Elaborated Monitoring at the
National Level
A meeting of experts concerning indicator 16.10.1 at
UNESCO inMay 2018was premised on the idea of assess-
ing the potential for actors involved in monitoring safety
to align and expand their work on the range of attacks as
per themetadata. At the same time, the concept note for
the occasion also took cognizance of a counter argument
that rather than spreading resources on monitoring and
reporting on additional attacks, priority instead be given
to ramping up co-operation around killings and impunity.
At the same time, the note further observed that un-
der SDG’s monitoring scenario, countries also have the
opportunity to elaborate their own indicators. Also re-
flected in the note was the question of whether global
work could contribute at national level, to building do-
mestic capacity (possibly on a multi-stakeholder model)
in the form of sustainable local mechanisms for monitor-
ing attacks and impunity (e.g., based in national statistics
commissions, human rights commissions, justice min-
istries, or other bodies).
Encouragement for action at the country level was a
major outcome of a global consultation on the UN Plan
of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of
Impunity in 2017 (UNESCO, 2017b, 2017c). It is also ev-
ident in a decision taken at UNESCO’s 206th Executive
Board in April 2019, which encouraged Member States
to develop national information, prevention, protec-
tion, and prosecution systems, “as well as reporting on
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) indicator 16.10.1
including, where relevant, at the upcoming review dur-
ing the High-Level Political Forum in July 2019” (UNESCO,
2019d). Also relevant is a decision by the IPDC in
November 2018 which called for “enhancing current
monitoring in collaboration with UNESCO’s Institute of
Statistics (UIS) as appropriate, in order to align and rein-
force synergies with the methodology of the Universal
Periodic Review (UPR) [of the UNHRC] and the overall
reporting on SDG 16.10.1” (IPDC, 2018). Such enhance-
ment and its synergies with the UIS may hold potential
for strengthening national level initiatives.
UNESCO is not directly involved in national level SDG
monitoring or reporting, which is a voluntary issue for
each Member State. Each year, a number of states vol-
unteer to report to the UNGA about progress in a mech-
anism called the ‘Voluntary National Review.’ In addition,
a number of countries operate mechanisms for ongoing
assessment for their domestic purposes, such as report-
ing to parliament or the government.
Of significance to this monitoring is a suggestion
made at the 2018 expert meeting at UNESCO. This was
that UNESCO should supplement its Journalism Safety
Indicators with a model data collection template to offer
to actors at national level. Following this, UNESCOhas de-
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veloped a voluntary guideline as a contribution to the UN
Development Programme’s technical assistance to states
in SDG monitoring (see UN Development Programme,
2019). This guideline indicates explicitly that the offered
optionsmay also be of value to civil society andmedia ac-
tors seeking to work with governmental SDG-monitoring
processes, and/or wishing to produce shadow reports.
The options cover data points for assessing the safety
of journalists through examining relevant laws, policies,
personnel, and the existence of a monitoring system
on the subject. Further, as regards the range of attacks,
the data points include “killings,” “credible threats,” and
“intimidation,” as well as indicator 16.10.1’s reference
to “enforced disappearance, kidnapping, arbitrary deten-
tion and torture” (UNSD, 2018a) with the corresponding
ICCS categories.
6. Way Forward
A focus on national level possibilities informs the guide
by the International Freedom of Expression Exchange
(2019) which notes:
The UN Agenda 2030 calls on States to establish their
own concrete national and sub-national indicators for
tracking improvements, as well as to establish na-
tional review and accountability mechanisms. Civil so-
ciety can play a crucial role inmonitoring and advocat-
ing for progress. For example, in some countries, im-
plementation plans are developed with civil society;
in others, civil society prepares alternativemonitoring
reports.
As regards academia in particular, under the frame of the
UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the
Issue of Impunity, UNESCO in 2015 initiated a Research
Agenda for Academics with a list of ten suggested re-
search topics on safety issues (Berger, 2018; UNESCO,
2015a). This pre-dated the adoption of the SDGs, how-
ever it remains relevant to research linked to indicator
16.10.1. A number of publications have emerged directly
or indirectly in response to the Agenda and to safety of
journalists within the SDGs (see Baker, Murrell, &Martin,
2018, who published a special edition of the Australian
Journalism Review; Brambila & Hughes, 2019; Carlsson
& Pöyhtäri, 2017; and Fadnes, Skare Orgeret, & Krøvel,
2019, with a special edition of the journal Conflict and
Communication Online). According to the latter, at least
14 articles relevant to the UNESCO Research Agenda
were published in Journalism, Journalism Practice, Data
Journalism, and Journalism Studies in 2016, 2017, and
2018. There is certainly scope at country level to use
the Agenda to further operationalise the wider remit of
“other harmful acts” (UNSD, 2016b) against journalists.
In addition, case studies could document non-fatal at-
tacks, such as threats of death and other physical harms
to journalists and their families in a given society—and
then assess if such data serves as a reliable predictor of a
threshold for when violent acts actually get committed
(see also Torsner, 2017; UNESCO, 2019c). Researching
the local impact on the psychological health of reporters
is also important (see Jukes, 2015). Subnational research
is a further area that produces valuable insights (see
Brambila, 2017). In 2012, Elliott et al. remarked that lo-
cal journalists constituted over 80 percent of journalist
deaths during the previous decade (see also UNESCO,
2019b), which again draws attention to understand-
ing national and subnational contexts, and indeed to
whether there are any relationships within each of these
environments between the extent of fatal and non-fatal
attacks occurring there.
Case studies might also feed into other national
opportunities for SDG monitoring and reporting. The
data could also enrich research events on the safety of
journalists such as those to date which have accompa-
nied UNESCO’s global World Press Freedom Day con-
ference in Helsinki (in 2016), Jakarta (in 2017), Accra
(in 2018), and Addis Ababa (in 2019), and events
around the International Day to End Impunity for Crimes
Against Journalists (IDEI) which is commemorated each
2 November. There is also the opportunity of the annual
conference organised by Oslo Metropolitan University,
which is timed around IDEI. Presented by the University’s
research group called ‘Media, War and Conflict,’ the
event marked its fifth edition in 2019 (MEKK, 2019). The
2018 gathering addressed the ‘with what effect’ aspect
of ‘who did what to whom,’ by investigating links be-
tween attacks on journalists and the practice of self-
censorship (see Berger, 2018b).
In addition, the Centre for the Freedom of theMedia
at Sheffield University (n.d.) has created a Facebook-
based journalism safety research network, and along
with others has organised special panels at annual con-
ferences of the International Association for Media and
Communication Research. Additional data relevant to
16.10.1may emerge from theWorlds of Journalism (n.d.)
study consortium, which previously surveyed 27,500
journalists in 67 countries, and which has now decided
to include safety-related questions in their next round of
global research.
In summary, there is much momentum and there is
also much potential for research at national level to be-
come part of making history in harnessing efforts to the
opportunity of SDG 16.10.1. This can also help develop
standard categories and data sources that can facilitate
comparisons from year to year and improve potential for
aggregation of data across countries. The outputs can
help ensure the knowledge needed for achieving safety
of journalists. In turn, this can help inform change so as
to progress public access to information and fundamen-
tal freedoms, as well as to power momentum in each
concerned country towards achieving peace, justice, and
strong institutions, and the synergies between these ob-
jectives and the rest of the SDG agenda.
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